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  Mobility Equipment, Home Accessibility Solutions. Serving South Western Ontario from stores in Cambridge, Guelph and Brantford. 
Mobility in Motion / Cowell Home Health Care is a service-focused mobility vendor offering services and home medical supplies for people with mobility challenges. We help people to re-access their world, to get into and out of their home, to get to the mall or grocery store and back to living. We have showrooms in Cambridge, Guelph, and Brantford.
Our representatives specialize in all areas of mobility; we strive to be the best provider of home medical equipment around. We also offer home and vehicle accessibility solutions. Whether you are looking for something as simple as a reacher or a stocking aid—or need your home fully modified, we are the service and support you need to maximize your level of comfort.
Our approach to accessible vehicles in the Cambridge Automotive store, is a singular focus on fitting you the vehicle buyer with the best solution for your needs. We do not cut corners and we will never compromise safety for money. We love our cars, and we want the buyer of an accessible van to be proud of their purchase and excited by the new freedom selecting the right product and solution will bring. We look to be innovative while always keeping the client and their needs in mind. Give us a call, We will happily answer your questions and look to find a solution that will work for you. 























  
  











  Our Professional Affiliations
We are a fully accredited vendor for the Ontario Ministry of Health/Assistive Devices Program, Department of Veterans Affairs, Medavie Blue Cross, Workplace Safety & Insurance Board (WSIB), Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) and March of Dimes Canada. We also work with the Easter Seals and the Ontario Renovates funding program, and many others!























  
  






 





  Specialities
	Making homes accessible

	Mobility equipment

	Home medical equipment

	Equipment service and repair

























  
  













  Aging in Place; living Life on your own terms. These are not just words. Let us show you how your home can remain your home. With the right mix of home adaptations, the right transportation options, and the right home care assistance, you can live where you want to live, for as long as you decide to do so. 
 























  
  











  Customer Testimonials























  
  











  “A quick note to say thank you to Tim (technician) and yourself for the outstanding walker service for my mother.  Tim was efficient, friendly and kind to my mother and delighted with the replacement of the hand grips and brake adjustments. Thanks again Stacey for organizing this service call.”























  
  











  “My parents have used Mobility in Motion for years but my first interaction was this January. I cannot say enough about the compassion and professionalism of the entire staff I encountered. Moving my parents to a higher level of care while keeping them together has been a challenge in our current healthcare system. Mobility in Motion understood how important keeping a couple together is and found solutions for getting my dad his equipment (and out of the hospital)in the most timely way possible. Chris (who fit and determined if my father was capable of using an electric wheelchair ) my dad refers to as ‘my friend Chris’. Dad enjoyed seeing him so much he felt he had a new friend. Thank you for being a bright light in what has been a very difficult journey.”























  
  











  “I have been dealing with mobility in Motion for about 8 months now for batteries for my scooter and repairs.  I have to say the staff and the people who come out to service my scooter have been very friendly and helpful.  Crystal has been so helpful and has told me things that I was not aware of such as funding from ODSP.  I just want to say thank you to everyone!!!”























  
  











  “Amazing service.  Such kind and friendly people including the delivery guys. The absolute best quality lift chair for my dad that made his time at home easy and comfortable. Thank you to the whole team.”























  
  











  “My experience was excellent. I went in for a fitting and purchase for compression stockings. It was very informative for me. I have a follow up on how I am feeling and the fit of my purchase. Kudos to you. I will definitely recommend your store. And I appreciated  all your knowledge, help and service. Keep up the great work!”























  
  











  “Been dealing with Mobility in Motion for about 8 yrs now and have never had a bad experience with them. Always very helpful and let's face it...they are awesome.”























  
  











  “Customer Service (I spoke with Crystal over the phone) was informative and very helpful. She provided me with information that I was not aware of with the process of getting funding for a wheelchair for my mother. Patient and compassionate. Thank you!”























  
  











  “We purchased a lift recliner for my dad.  Everything about our experience with this purchase was awesome.  The expertise & helpfulness of the sales staff was really wonderful.  The staff that delivered the chair were great and took time to explain all the features & to make sure my dad was comfortable with the chair.  We would highly recommend Mobility in Motion and will go there first for future purchases.”























  
  











  “Chris was amazing. With his knowledge, experience and expertise the ordering and delivery of our electric wheelchair was painless. He cheerfully answered all our questions to be sure our needs were met. He popped by right away when asked to adjust the joystick sensitivity. He speaks clearly and explains patiently. One can look forward to doing business with him.”























  
  











  “My wife needed a power recliner and we rented one from Mobility In Motion. We were very happy with the service, especially Lynn who was superb. Delivery and Pickup was first rate and the recliner was clean and in excellent condition.”























  
  











  “Seriously THE BEST! Not only were they able to fix my husband’s scooter, their service is superb and priced perfectly. You can tell that the owners and their whole team are dedicated and compassionate. Recently we called upon their services to have work done at my parent’s home to make it more accessible and I cannot express enough how amazing the whole process was. Thank you SO MUCH Mobility in Motion! I Highly recommend this company to everyone!”























  
  











  “Yesterday, my wheelchair started making some terrible noises and I was so upset. my wheelchair is a part of mine. When I called them and asked, they asked me to bring it to have a look. The whole staff was so concerned. They knew how much I really needed to fix it. They were able to fix it and even what they charge from me as their service fee is reasonable.The gentleman who was taking care of my wheelchair repair was so kind and knowledgeable. I highly recommend their services. Thank you so much for saving my day.”























  
  











  “I was diagnosed with Rheumatoid Arthritis and am having a difficult time cleaning my home.  The manager was very helpful with suggestions on different items they sold to make it easier.   The longer handles mean less bending, thus less pain.  Thank you, it has made a difference for me.”























  
  











  “So my mom calls me and asks me to grab something for my grandmother. I came in flying blind. The sales rep Paul was awesome waiting around while I called my mom back to ask a million questions, was helpful and knowledgeable and gave me a great deal on what I needed. Service was impeccable and the place was so clean and temperate inside. Very impressed.”























  
  









							


							
								



							


						

					
 

					


	      

	    
 


		    
		      
		        
		          
		        
		        


  
    Contact Us
  







  Give us a Google Review!
Mobility in Motion - Cambridge
Mobility in Motion - Guelph
Cowell Home Health Care - Brantford























  
  









		      

		    



		  

		
 

		


	